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============================= Reviewer Comments ======================================
* Overall: 9
* Confidence: 4
* Comments: Significance:

The authors show that changes in behavior and neural activity observed in response to geometric
manipulations follow as a natural consequence of noisy visual inputs, when posterior estimates are based on
the geometric model of the environment. Are these results compatible with those interpreting grid cells as
encoding Eigenvectors of a predictive map?

Originality:
This paper uses normative computational principles to explain behavior and neural responses during
navigation. This is a great submission and noteworthy in my view for taking Bayesian style explanation to the
domain of navigation.

Clarity:
The approach is simple, yet appears to have great explanatory power. If I understood their model correctly, one
prediction would be that grid/place fields should distort differently depending on travel direction -- have people
looked into this? Were there any assumptions about how neurons encode the posteriors (PPC/sampling)?

Relevance:
Highly relevant

============================= Reviewer Comments ======================================
* Overall: 7
* Confidence: 4
* Comments: The authors developed an ideal observer model, which continually updates its probabilistic

beliefs about its location by optimally combining visual and self-motion inputs via Bayesian filtering. The model
makes predictions that are consistent with experimental findings. The study is clearly described in the abstract.
This work will be relevant to both experimentalists and theorists interested in grid and place cells.

============================= Reviewer Comments ======================================
* Overall: 8
* Confidence: 5
* Comments:
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Significance
The authors use a Bayesian ideal observer model combing noisy vision and self-motion information to explain
experimentally described behavioral effects and neural representations in navigation. In particular, they show
how due to visual uncertainty environmental geometry influences behavior as well as grid and place fields.

Originality
The approach is elegant and helps understanding a number of seemingly disparate phenomena arise from the
same principle.

Clarity
The work is well described. But the details of population coding model are hard to grasp from the information
provided. A minor drawback also is that a large number of references (27) are cited but the reference list is
missing.

Relevance
The work is interesting to a broad range of people working on navigation, spatial representation in the
hippocampal formation and Bayesian modelling.

Note: Click on the light blue numbers (e.g., 12) in the abstract (in the following pages) to open the cited paper.



An image-computable ideal observer model of navigation explains
homing behavior and grid/place field deformation

Spatial navigation relies on vision to sense remote landmarks. However, vision only provides noisy and par-
tial information and it is unknown how the resulting visual uncertainty a�ects navigational performance
and neural representations. Here, we show that visual uncertainty underlies key e�ects of environmental
geometry on spatial navigation and grid/place field deformations. We develop an image-computable ideal
observer, which continually updates its probabilistic beliefs about its location by optimally combining vi-
sual and self-motion inputs via Bayesian filtering, thus making directly testable predictions for navigational
behavior. The same ideal observer also predicts neural representations under Fisher-optimal population cod-
ing of location uncertainty. Critically, such codes exhibit potentially anisotropic expansion-contraction of
grid/place fields depending on how location uncertainty changes along di�erent directions as environmental
geometry changes. Through analytical arguments we show how environmental geometry a�ects location
uncertainty. We then use numerical simulations of the ideal observer following realistic trajectories un-
der the conditions used in the relevant experiments. Our model correctly predicts that (1a) behaviorally,
humans are less accurate when homing to the narrow side of a trapezoid-shaped room (compared to the
broad side or a square-shaped room; Bellmund et al. 2020); (1b) neurally, rodent grid fields expand and lose
symmetry on the narrow side of a trapezoid-shaped room (Krupic et al. 2015); (2a) behaviorally, when hom-
ing in a deformed room, humans’ response distribution is stretched or compressed along the deformed axis
and, paradoxically, shows the opposite pa�ern along the unchanged axis (Chen et al. 2015; Hartley et al.
2005); (2b) neurally, rodent grid/place fields show a similar pa�ern of deformation (O’Keefe & Burgess 1996;
Barry et al. 2007). Thus, by connecting visual uncertainty, navigational uncertainty, and neural representa-
tions, our model provides a unifying principle underlying a broad range of phenomena about how homing
behavior and grid/place fields depend on environmental geometry.
We constructed an ideal observer model that uses
Bayesian filtering to update a posterior distribution
over its position using visual and self-motion input
(Fig. 1A). In the model, each step of self-motion is
corrupted by Gaussian noise, and hence the agent,
without visual input, becomes more uncertain about
its location as it moves (Fig. 1B, 3rd row). The model
also receives visual input, a first-person rendering of
a 3D environment, which is corrupted by blur and
Poisson noise (Fig. 1B, first two rows), and gives a
noisy estimate of the location without the self mo-
tion input (Fig. 1B, 4th row). By combining the two
inputs, uncertainty about location is reduced com-
pared to either single-input condition, but remains
finite (Fig. 1B, 5th row). Critically, we were able to
show analytically that this uncertainty varies sys-
tematically with environmental geometry as a fun-
damental consequence of sensing the 3D world by a
2D projection. Specifically, the resolution with which
an observer can determine its relative location to a vi-
sual landmark scales with w/(d2+w2), where d is the
landmark’s distance along the axis of movement and
w is the distance of the landmark from that axis. As
we show below, this basic insight provides intuition
for a number of e�ects of environmental geometry on
navigational behavior and neural representations.
Our model explains recent findings that human hom-
ing is more accurate inside a square-shaped com-
pared to a trapezoid-shaped environment, and more
accurate to positions in the broad rather than narrow
part of the trapezoid (Fig. 1C, top)1. This is because
the localization accuracy in the trapezoid depends
heavily on the movement along the long axis, but
when the movement is facing the narrow side, the
distinguishing landmarks (corners) are close to the
axis of movement (small w), reducing the resolution
(because the resolution scales roughly with w when
w � d). This intuition is supported by simulation re-

sults, which agree with experimental data (Fig. 1C).
The same model also explains deformations of ro-
dent grid cell firing pa�erns under similar conditions
(Fig. 1D, bo�om)2. For this, we generated grid cell
responses using a warped population code3 of self-
location, with a warping chosen to match the Fisher
information content of population responses, I, at
any location to that of the ideal observer’s posterior
(Fig. 1D, top). In other words, this code not only rep-
resented the best estimate of self location but also
the appropriate amount of uncertainty about it. As
we showed above, uncertainty about location along
the long axis of a trapezoid environment is larger in
the narrow than in the broad part or in a square envi-
ronment. Thus, the model predicts that grid fields in
the narrow side of the trapezoid should be stretched
horizontally, as seen in experiments (Fig. 1D, bo�om
& Fig. 1E).
Our model also explains another set of pa�erns in
homing responses. In these experiments, humans are
familiarized in a rectangular room (Fig. 1F, first col-
umn) and their homing to a previously experienced
target location is tested, a�er the room has been
stretched/compressed along one or both axes unbe-
knownst to them (Fig. 1F, other columns & Fig. 1G)4,5.
In our theoretical framework, the main e�ect of this
manipulation is that when looking down the scaled
axis of a stretched/compressed environment, corners
are seen subtending a smaller/larger angle than ex-
pected (based on the familiar environment). Con-
versely, when looking down the orthogonal axis, this
angle is larger/smaller than expected. According to
our analytical insight above, if the observer assumes
it is still in the familiar environment with an un-
changed w (which is a property of the environment),
the only way a smaller/larger angle (arctanw/d) can
be explained is by estimating the distance to be
larger/smaller, and thus an under-/overshoot of hom-
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ing behavior. This explains the compression/stretch
of response distributions along the axis of the room
that has been expanded/contracted (Fig. 1F, G red
bars) and the surprising opposite pa�ern of re-
sponse distribution changes along the orthogonal,
unchanged axis of the room (Fig. 1F, G blue bars).
Finally, the same Fisher-optimal population coding
of the ideal observer’s location uncertainty as used
above explains an analogous pa�ern of deformations
in rodent grid/place fields (Fig. 1H6,7). Our ideal ob-
server also shows e�ects beyond those explained by
the simplified geometric arguments above (that only
consider static snapshots of select landmarks) as it
continually updates its location inferences and in-

corporates detailed image information. These e�ects
include boundary-tethering of homing behavior and
grid fields8,9, and subtle distortions of homing re-
sponse distributions (not shown).
Previous work explained either how pa�erns of hom-
ing behavior can arise from idiosyncratic features of
grid/place field deformations10,11,12, or how grid field
deformations may be driven by place field defor-
mations or biases in exploratory behavior13 that are
themselves le� unexplained. In contrast, our results
show that both grid and place field deformations as
well as navigation behavior follow from the same
fundamental computational principle: the unavoid-
able uncertainty in navigation.
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Figure 1. A. Generative model of navigation used by the ideal observer. The agent’s allocentric orienta-
tion (θ) and location (`) are changed by egocentric self-motion (uθ and u`) and give rise to visual input (v).
B. Row 1. First-person view of the 3D environment (v∗). Row 2. Visual input to the model (v), corrupted by
blur and Poisson noise (amplified for visualization). Rows 3-5. Top-down view of the agent (arrow showing
location & heading direction) starting from a known location (1st column) and progressing along a trajec-
tory (gray line, 2nd and 3rd columns). Without visual input, the posterior distribution of the location (red
shade) becomes increasingly dispersed with movement (3rd row). With visual input, the posterior is more
dispersed along the long axis when heading toward the narrow side (4th row; see text). When vision and self
motion inputs are combined, the posterior is sharper than with either input alone (5th row). Importantly, its
dispersion and anisotropy still reflect visual uncertainty. C. Homing performance in square versus trapezoid
environments (le�) and in the broad vs. narrow parts of the trapezoid environment (right): data (top)21 and
our model’s prediction from the perceptual discriminability of nearby locations (bo�om). D. Row 1. The ideal
observer’s Fisher information about x- and y-coordinates of location (Ix, Iy) in the trapezoid and square envi-
ronments. Rows 2-3. Population coding model with warped receptive fields matching the Fisher information
of population activity22 to that of the ideal observer, and corresponding experimental data (Row 4)23. E. Top.
Gridness in the le� (narrow) and right (broad) side of the trapezoid and in the le� and right side of the square
environments, in experiments (le�) and our model (right). Bo�om. Same as Top, but for grid field diameter.
F. Homing in a deformed environment24. Human subjects first learned the target location in a familiar en-
vironment (black ‘x’ in the 1st column) and were asked to return to that location in an environment of the
same or di�erent shape (other columns). Experimentally observed response distributions (2nd-5th columns)
are replicated by our model (6th-last columns). Place fields show similar deformations25. G. An experiment
similar to F except target locations were memorized in the deformed room and homing was made without
vision, which resulted in under/overestimation of distance along the stretched/compressed axis of the room
(red, brown, and pink), and the opposite bias along the unchanged axis (blue), in the data (top)26 and our
model (bo�om). H. In an experiment similar to F, grid fields showed partial rescaling along the changed axis
(red) and the opposite scaling along the unchanged axis (blue) in the data (top) 27 and our model (bo�om).
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